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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which is used in the calculation of 'inherent' risk exposure?
A. Proximity of a risk before risk response actions are
implemented
B. Effect on objectives if a risk occurs after completed risk
response actions
C. Likelihood of a secondary risk occurring
D. Probability of a risk before risk response actions are
implemented
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
What would the file permission example "rwsr-sr-x" translate to
in absolute mode?
A. 0
B. 1
C. 2
D. 3
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option A
B. Option B
C. Option C
D. Option D
Answer: C
Explanation:
SDM Template Notes: - All templates are predefined.
There is no way to edit template category individual values.
- The switch reload is required to use a new SDM template. The ACL merge algorithm, as opposed to the original access
control entries (ACEs) configured by the user, generate the
number of TCAM entries listed for security and QoS ACEs.
- The first eight lines (up to Security ACEs) represent
approximate hardware boundaries set when a template is used.
If the boundary is exceeded, all processing overflow is sent to
the CPU which can have a major impact on the performance of the
switch.
Choosing the VLAN template will actually disable routing
(number of entry for unicast or multicast route is zero) in
hardware.
Reference:
http://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/switches/catalyst-375
0-seriesswitches/44921-swdatabase-3750ss-44921.html
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